Not even written up
11/08/2010
Dynamo Zwack

0-1

Some Team
Someone First Half’

Squad,
Capello (Tom), Veteran (Charlie), Protein(Jon), The Pocket Rocket (Dyson), Bikeshop (Jake), Magnet
(Pete) , Lightning (Ian). Black Shirt (the referee)

Report,
To be honest with you, I couldn’t really be bothered to write up this match, I was too upset by the
dreadful injury sustained on the pitch. Bikeshop’s injury towards the end of the first half was a
traumatising experience for Zwack, losing this season’s best player to severely damaged ankle
ligaments which required a trip to A&E and a cast on his foot for a week. It was perhaps fortunate
that the referee from the other game had arrived early and had no match to oversee on the
neighbouring pitch as he was happy to play in goal for the Zwack, an invitation that so many others
can only dream of.
As has become standard this season Zwack had good chances and probably deserved a bit more
than they got but the killer finish was lacking and the final ball was often off target. Capello, spurred
on by Matt Tree of the Oak’s comical mocking of Zwack’s recent poor results, came out of goal in
the second half and tried to rally the troops with some suicidal long runs from the back but as per
usual his finishing was severely lacking. The Pocket Rocket was his usual self, lively in midfield but
often finding himself isolated up front with Lightning tightly marked. Magnet too was given a bit of
space on the left and got off a few decent shots without managing to chalk up another goal to his
tally. Veteran and Protein held the fort at the back with the Veteran pushing forward at the end and
coming close but never beating the keeper.
Overall, a disappointing result for Zwack who could have won if they hadn’t lost their star player to
injury.

